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Choco News!
Sun, 2011-02-06 18:55 — Robin Olson
THIS JUST IN FROM MARIA. NEWS ABOUT HER CAT, CHOCO:
I have really good news! He had no signs of keytones when they checked him at 3:00. He was very happy to see me and
was all over me. Potassium is back to normal and I brought him some food to eat. Boy o boy was he hungry. We only gave him
a half a can to start and he was definitely wanting the whole can. I also brought his insulin and gave him a shot after he ate.
He still needs to go to my regular vet in the morning but it looks like he will be coming home tomorrow!!!

©2011 Maria S. Choco with food on his face! A good sign after what he went through yesterday.
Of course, this is SUPER AWESOME NEWS and it's SUPER AWESOME that MANY OF YOU JUMPED RIGHT IN TO HELP
MARIA WITH HER SUPER-LOUSY VET BILL! We're still trying to raise another $700.00 or so, so if you can help
out, we would VERY MUCH APPRECIATE IT!
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©2011 Maria S. Choco. Glad to see his MAMA!
It's tough to put into words just how much Maria does for at-risk cats. She is one of the best-she LOVES all cats and will do
anything to help them. It's OUR TURN to help her!

©2011 Maria S. The ever-too familiar steel cage, but at least this time we KNOW this kitty HAS a loving home. Hs'e not in a
kill shelter, thanks to Maria!.

Here's the LINK to the donation info. Remember that the PayPal email
address they use does NOT have an EXTRA SPACE IN IT. The email address
has the extra space to prevent spammers, so DO READ THE DONATION
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE YOU TRY TO DONATE! THANK YOU ALL!!
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Choco
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So glad Choco has improved and might be coming home soon.
Mon, 2011-02-14 11:43 — Teri and the ca... (not verified)

Donated $5 for Choco
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I didn't have the email right the first time I tried--left off the #...
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